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Inside the Secret L.A. Studio Building Where
Some of the City’s Hottest Emerging Artists
Have Built a Bustling Scene
Mohilef Studios in Los Angeles went from being a factory building into an
artists' haven in just six years.
,-'.-$,-/-0*1-, July 29, 2021

The Mohilef Building, Los Angeles. Courtesy of Canyon Castator.
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After artist Canyon Castator moved to Los Angeles from New York,
he spent weeks walking around downtown in search of a studio. He

!

found one in a five-story industrial building in the flower district.
Crowned with an outside sign, the “Mohilef Bldg” was filled with
textiles production facilities. The owner had never rented to artists.
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Six years later, the building has been transformed into a bustling

#

creative hub, with 35 emerging artists working in renovated studios
on all but the ground floor. Light pours in through enormous
windows, no longer covered with tarp. Crates with artworks move in

$

and out. With its critical mass of in-demand artists, the building has
become a destination for art-world insiders and tastemakers.

%

Dubbed Mohilef Studios, it even has its own Instagram account.
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Ar tist Anthony Rianda and K-pop star T.O.P during a recent studio visit at the
Mohilef Studios. Cour tesy of Niels Kantor.

The timing of the development could hardly have been better, as
collectors and emerging investors continue to speculate on young
artists, drastically driving up prices since the beginning of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
“It’s a good place to see it all,” said Niels Kantor, a local art dealer
and artists’ manager, who’s renting studios in the building for
painters Jason Mason and Anthony Rianda, and has organized tours
for Hollywood producer Neal Moritz, 13-year-old Disney star Ariana
Greenblatt, and Korean pop icon Choi Seung-hyun, known as T.O.P.
Works by Castator and other Mohilef residents, including Simphiwe
Ndzube, Jess Valice, and Liz Markus, are featured in shows
throughout Los Angeles this week, as the city becomes the
epicenter of the global art scene, with Frieze online viewing rooms,
the third in-person edition of Felix art fair, and the city’s first gallery
weekend. Bill Brady Gallery’s new Los Angeles outpost is a case in
point: of the 10 artists in its new group show opening Thursday, five
have studios at the Mohilef. Even collectors Don and Mera Rubell
stopped by this week.
“This week, it’s just wild,” said Castator, 31, a self-taught Texas
native, who makes exuberant satirical paintings. “Everyone is in L. A.
People come through for studio visits constantly.”
Castator saw the building’s potential soon after moving into the 800square-foot studio he initially shared with his father, sculptor Mark
Castator. It was a welcome change from his situation in New York,
where Castator had an expensive, closet-size space in Bushwick and
needed to work as a barista and an art handler to pay for it.
“It seemed like an uphill battle,” he said. “I wanted something
different.”
The vision was to create an affordable resource for artists, with a
sense of community and open flow of space and ideas.
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Canyon and Mark Castator, who are behind the transformation of the
industrial building in the Los Angeles flower district into a new ar t hub.
Cour tesy of the ar tist.
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Whenever an existing tenant left, the Castators took over the space,
renovated it, and found an artist to move in. They have the master
lease for all four floors now. Canyon is the liaison between the
artists and building owner, Paul Mohilef. Mark, who recently moved
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to New Zealand, does the bookkeeping.
The artist-run studio project came out of necessity. Canyon Castator
didn’t go to art school and didn’t have a built-in network of friends
when he moved to Los Angeles. He decided to build one.
The first artist to get involved was Austyn Weiner, Castator’s friend
and fellow transplant from New York. Jess Valice, Castator’s former
studio assistant, was another early arrival.
“Finding artists has become a crucial element,” he said. “I try to
curate who’s next to who, creating these pockets of artists, who can
benefit from each other as neighbors.”
Each floor has a different layout, reflecting the changing needs in an
artist’s career, starting with smaller, open-plan studios to about
3,200-square-foot private spaces. Prices are around $1.25 per
square foot, depending on specific features, Castator said.
“It sounds simple, but it’s hard to find a good studio, where you
want to stay in, where the landlord isn’t a prick and you don’t have
to worry about the Wi-Fi not working,” he said.

Painter Liz Markus’s studio at the Mohilef Studios. Cour tesy of the ar tist.

Painter Liz Markus, a New Yorker who came to the City of Angels in
2018, is the latest tenant at the Mohilef Studios. Her previous studio
in L.A. was across from a metal-crushing factory. The noise became
unbearable, and she didn’t renew the lease during the pandemic.
She connected with Castator through friends on Instagram and
moved into the Mohilef in May.
“It’s been great,” she said. “I’ve never been in a building like this
where there’s a sense of camaraderie. Canyon nurtures that.”
Castator created a group chat for the artists in the building and
began hosting drinks at his studio after pandemic restrictions lifted.
“I fully believe that just talking about art to other artists it’s so
important,” he said. “Without it you are alone on an island.”
At a recent mixer, Markus ran into Ndzube, a South African artist
with a current solo show at the Denver Art Museum, who took over
Weiner’s old studio after she moved out (she wanted a ground-floor
space to make huge paintings, Castator said). Later, Markus asked
on the chat about an air brush technique she wanted to get into, and
heard back from Tim Irani, her neighbor two doors down. He invited
her to his studio and guided her through the process.
The cross-pollination extends to careers.
“My London gallery, they now always ask: Who moved into the
building?” Castator said, referring to Carl Kostyal gallery. “They
started working with four, five artists in the building, putting them
into group shows and solo shows.”

Jess Valice in her studio. Cour tesy of the ar tist.

Weiner, whose paintings sold for as much as $90,000 at auction,
introduced Valice, a self-taught college drop-out, to art dealer Bill
Brady. In January, Valice had solo shows at Brady’s galleries in New
York and Miami. Both sold out, with prices ranging from $5,000 to
$18,000. Brady has been paying Valice’s studio rent at Mohilef. She
will have a solo exhibition at his Los Angeles gallery in October.
“A lot of galleries say, we need fresh stuff,” Valice said. “Sometimes
they go to universities. Here you have a community where you don’t
need an M.F.A., people who are roughing it out and are totally
dedicated.”
Same goes for collectors. “You visit one artist, but you also are able
to see so many different artists at the same time, to learn about
their work,” said Harry Hu, a Los Angeles-based art collector. “It
gives the artists more exposure for their work, which is great.”
Castator is the first to admit that the building boosted to his career.
He works with local and international galleries. Prices for his
paintings, which are owned by collectors including KAWS, range
from $25,000 to $35,000. M+B gallery will show his work at Felix this
week. In the fall he’ll have a solo show at Carl Kostyal gallery in
Stockholm.

Canyon Castator, cour tesy of the ar tist.

For Castator, it’s largely “a passion project,” he said. “If I wanted to
make more money, I’d make more paintings.”
The studios have been so successful, Castator is expanding. He’s
rented 4,000 square feet on the top floor of an industrial building on
Washington Boulevard, to convert into artist studios. The owner of
that building also owns the Mohilef.
“He was very reluctant in the beginning,” Castator said. “Now, I
think, he’s sold.”
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A Behind-the-Scenes Look at How the Art
World’s Most Coveted Residency Chooses Its
Artists—and Who’s Up Next
This December, the Rubell Museum of Art will unveil the work created by three
sought-after artists during its pandemic-era residency.
,-'.-$,-/-0*1-, July 22, 2021

Mera and Don Rubell in front of Kerstin Brätsch’s artwork When You See Me Again It Wont Be Me(from
BroadwaybratschCorporate Abstraction series), 2010. Photo by Chi Lam. Image courtesy of the Rubell Museum.
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The Art Detective is a weekly column by Katya Kazakina for Artnet
News Pro that lifts the curtain on what’s really going on in the art
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market.

When the art world descends on Miami Beach for Art Basel later this
year, three artists are poised to be the toast of the week: Kennedy
Yanko, Otis Kwame Kye Quaicoe, and Genesis Tramaine.
Their paintings and sculptures, created during artist-in-residence
stints at the Rubell Museum, will be on display at the sprawling
facility in Miami’s Allapattah neighborhood.
Known as major tastemakers in contemporary art, Don and Mera
Rubell have a track record for catapulting emerging artists to
curatorial and commercial stardom. Their past picks include Sterling
Ruby, Oscar Murillo, and Lucy Dodd. In 2019, when the museum
relocated to Allapattah from Wynwood, the coveted spot was held by
a then little-known Ghanaian painter named Amoako Boafo. Within
months, his auction prices were approaching $1 million and have
been raging ever since.

Amoako Boafo and Mera Rubell during Boafo’s ar tist residency at the Rubell
Museum 2019. Photo cour tesy of Rubell Museum.

This year’s flock of artists, who are all Black and in their 30s, are
arriving more established than their predecessors. They are
represented by respected galleries, have had sold-out shows and, in
some cases, dizzying auction results. The way their careers have
been managed reveals the inner workings of a fashionable and
highly speculative segment of the market.
Tramaine was chosen in the summer of 2020. Quaicoe and Yanko
completed their stays in spring 2021. Although the world has been
somewhat shut down all the while, each artist’s market has been
heating up.
“The emerging happened faster than ever during the pandemic,”
Mera Rubell said.
Tramaine, whose current show “Worship Works” at Almine Rech
gallery in Aspen is already sold out, created a group of portraits
inspired by the Biblical birthright narrative of Jacob and Esau.
Yanko, the first resident sculptor, made large-scale pieces using
scrap metal and acrylic paint skins. Quaicoe explored the theme of
twins, considered human miracles in his native Ghana.
“It was life-affirming that art will be made during this dark period,”
Rubell said. “It felt like a sanctuary for all of us.”

Genesis Tramaine, Mother of Suns of Thunder (2019). Cour tesy of Almine
Rech.

The new relationships were particularly meaningful because the
globetrotting Rubells couldn’t travel during the pandemic. They
stayed put in Miami, closing the museum to the public for four
months of lockdown but keeping the staff working on conservation
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and inventory. In July, the public returned and residencies resumed
soon thereafter.
Tramaine, 38, whose mother is a devout gospel singer, began “at the
height of the pandemic,” Rubell said, and her spirituality guided
them. “We never had an artist so religious. We engaged for six weeks
in conversations about the Bible, morality, what it means to be
human and to resist temptations? What it means to be Christian
while also being a gay woman.”
Although Florida was considered a “hot” state at the time, with
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COVID-19 cases rising, Tramaine didn’t hesitate to hop on a plane. “I
wasn’t nervous,” she said this week. “I was prepared to do the job. It
was what I prayed for. Which means that God is already in the
room.”
The New York-based artist titled her presentation at the Rubells
“Sanctuary” because the residency felt like a safe space. She was
provided with a prayer room along with the studio.

Otis Kwame Kye Quaicoe’s Boys in Beret (2021) at the amfAR auction, July
2021.

Quaicoe, 33, who was introduced to the Rubells by his friend Boafo,
moved to Portland, Oregon, from Ghana in 2017 and initially worked
at FedEx. His recent solo show at Roberts Projects in Los Angeles,
“One But Two (Haadzii),” sold out, with prices ranging from $30,000
to $100,000. Over the past year, 11 works by Quaicoe came up for
auction, selling for as much as $250,000.
During the residency in March, Quaicoe “painted these incredible
portraits of twins,” Rubell said. “With the portraits came a whole
understanding of a culture.” (Quaicoe, who is interested in exploring
both duality and the Black diaspora through his portraits, is also the
son of a twin.)
In April, Yanko, 33, took over the family’s former space in Wynwood
to create monumental sculptures that wrap scrap metal in solidified
acrylic paint that looks like an undulating piece of fabric. She used
compressed shipping containers to create the largest work, which is
almost 20 feet tall. The project required heavy machinery like a
forklift and scissor lift.
“She’s never made work on that scale before,” Rubell said. “Take a
[John] Chamberlain sculpture and make a woman attack it or make
love to it.”

‘My Whole Body Is
Moving With It’:
Rising Star Kennedy
Yanko on the
Performative Way
She Makes Her
Coveted Sculptures

Kennedy Yanko’s On Two Feet (202) at the amfAR auction, July 2021.

Sometimes it takes a village to get such a coveted residency spot.
Perhaps not coincidentally, both Yanko and Quaicoe work with Amir
Shariat, a Vienna-based collector who recently started managing
artists as an agent. He also worked with Boafo, who studied at the
Academy of Fine Arts Vienna, and Rudolf Polanszky, an Austrian
artist also collected by the Rubells.
In addition to the artists’ galleries, Shariat worked behind the
scenes to help secure the residencies for Quaicoe and Yanko, as he
had for Boafo. He also brokered a deal to donate their works to an
amfAR auction, a glamorous event frequented by celebrities and
major collectors, on July 17.
Quaicoe’s 2021 painting of twins, Boys in Beret, sold for $180,000.
Yanko’s sculpture On Two Feet soared to $415,000 and was
purchased by music entrepreneur and mega-collector Swizz Beatz,
according to Shariat. All the proceeds will go to AIDS research. But
while, as Shariat notes, the artists don’t get a penny from these
sales, they will indirectly benefit from the high-profile results.

Amir Shariat, Kennedy Yanko, and Swizz Beatz at the amfAR gala and auction,
July 17, 2021.

Sure enough, their primary prices have been rising. Works by Yanko
went from around $10,000 three years ago to $55,000 at her recent
show at Tilton gallery in New York. Everything sells out. “There’s a
ginormous waiting list,” Shariat said.
In the past, the Rubells kept their artists-in-residence a secret for as
long as possible because it would immediately spark interest from
other collectors. Their debuts on the eve of Art Basel Miami Beach
drew swarms of VIPs and became the annual destination, sponsored
in recent years by U.S. Trust. This year, the word got out early.
“It’s impossible to keep secrets today,” Rubell said. “Information
travels so quickly it’s hard to surprise anyone.”
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